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About This Game

About the game:
Neocube is the puzzle game in which you try to find a way to pass a number of test chambers by using the unique features of a

cube.

Features:

- Neocube is created for testing the Artificial Intellect developed by OZOSTU Labs.

- 30 test chambers to pass and wreck your brains in the process

Story:
OZOSTU Labs created the new kind of Artificial Intelligence. Lab 23 tests the AI through the special test-chambers by using

the unusual cube.
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Title: NeoCube
Genre: Casual
Developer:
Vyacheslav Ozolnieks, Georgy Studenikin
Publisher:
Madgobbler
Release Date: 15 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

English,Russian
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Total waste!!! Game crashes and stop playing. Disapointed. Zombie Killtime is a very basic blockish game in which you kill
zombies (as the title suggests).
Nothing too amazing, just kill the zombies before they kill you. The usual stuff.

Unfortunately, you are unable to save games; so, if you get to level 99, make a mistake and die, then you have to start all over
again from level 1. Not impressive; that sort of thing is just a massive time-waster as far as I am concerned.

The nine achievements are all set for long play time.
* Make it to wave 100
* Kill a total of 10000 zombies
* Earn 1000000 dollars
* Spend 1000000 dollars
* Get 10000 headshots
* Get 10000 longshots
* Get 10000 one shot kills
* Kill a total of 1000 bosses
* Get 10000 melee kills
At this date, your Steam achievements list doesn't show your cumulative totals.

It's obvious from the outset that this is not an advanced and amazing game; so, it's a shame that Steam only has a "Yes" or "No"
choice as to whether you recommend this game - there needs to be at least a third option, one which says something like "It's ok
for what it is".

That's how I would rate Zombie Killtime, it's ok for what it is. You can see that it's a very basic game, so you should expect
nothing more.
However, with all that said, on balance, I have to give this game a thumbs down.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

UPDATE:
I have moved the following section to the bottom of the review, as it is no longer applicable; however, I haven't deleted it from
the review altogether as it shows that the developer of this game pays attention to comments and responds, which should be
commended.

The game gives you the option to change the keyboard settings, but it actually wouldn't accept the arrow keys instead of the
WASD keys - so I wasn't impressed with that.
[UPDATE: This situation has changed, the arrow keys will now work when altered in the settings. Well done to the developer!!].
I'm a big fan of twin-stick shooters and this one has some unique gameplay and modes. The arena morphes as you progress
through the levels and makes it much more challenging. The power ups are short and powrful by collecting yellow hexagon and
to power up upgrade fire power you collect the pink hexagon and there's a quick dash mode to ram through every emenies that
get caught in the way but there is no bombs.

There's also boss fight after you complete\/survive the waves.

Don't judge this game by lack of pretty\/colourful graphics because the gameplay is just top notch for an indie game.. It's
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exactly what it says. If you just want to toy around with Fireworks and timing \/ music, its a nice time waster. If you haven't
already guessed, its not a "game" like that old launch PS2 title. It's a building sim.. I really enjoyed this game. It's a typical
Artifex Mundi hidden object game. Not sure why it is getting bad reviews.
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Very short, but very well done. Also free! As a prelude to a longer game, it certainly does its job: I want more!. Edit: Changing
to Recommended, but under the condition that you're willing to be patient and help out an indie dev. If you're in doubt and have
been burned by other early access titles, check out the update activity and player discussions. This game has potential, as long as
the developers stick with it.

If you're interested in this game but don't feel like testing a rough product for the price, just watch and wait.

The foundation is there for an entertaining game. The graphics do look sharp. The world is pre-built and serviceable. There are
bad furry things looking to eat you, and there are shambling jerks looking to punch you until your head cracks open like a can of
ham. There are things to collect, to craft and to build. Build your base, defend your base, it's early but it's there.

Maybe it's because of this game's Tablet roots, but the camera and controls take a lot of getting used to. WASD to move with
mouse-look\/attack, hitboxes that are maybe just a bit small and unforgiving, and an overhead camera that only rotates in 4
cardinal directions. Even fully zoomed out you'll have aggro from off the visible screen.

If you like this sort of game AND you don't mind paying now so that you can provide suggestions and bug reports, do so. These
guys have been around long enough, and I feel like this game is maybe 2 major patches away from being what I'd expect for an
Early Access title. If you aren't a patient customer, just watch the progress and check it out on YouTube.

Personally I was on the fence between keeping and refunding before I used up my 2 hours \/ 2 weeks. If the developers stay in
contact with the Steam community and start to address these issues, I'll keep it. Probably. ;). Lake ridden is a cozy relaxing
puzzle game which is fairly rare these days. I just wanted to sit down, enjoy some scenery and work out some puzzles. This is a
must have for Polandball fans. If you are not into this political genre, stay away.

Pros:
- Fast and easy play.
- Random fun encounter.
- France encounter cutscenes.
- Free, and separate, Soundtrack DLC.
- Each country with it's stereotypical jokes.
- Geralt in the main screen.

Cons:
- Grind is though.
- Maybe enable Workshop for Custom balls.
. LEGIONS OF ASHWORLD VERDICT

That\u2019s Legions of Ashworld\u2019s greatest problem, really, a lack of character. Beyond the likeable visuals it\u2019s a
very dry, repetitive experience that never engages you or makes you care about defending your kingdom. There\u2019s too little
at stake and not nearly enough reason to keep you trudging about the wastes. The art style is lovely and there\u2019s clearly a
great affection on behalf of the developers for classic strategy\/RPG hybrids, but Legions of Ashworld quickly becomes bogged
down in endless army movement, uninteresting combat and micromanagement. The core elements of a decent game are there,
but there\u2019s no meat on the bones.

TOP GAME MOMENT

Exploring uncharted territory and meeting a new ally who provides you with much-needed supplies and troops is admittedly
satisfying, but not nearly as satisfying as it should be.
. This is an afterthought or outsourced, and it shows.
Awkward control changes from the source material, tiny locked FOV, and strange, simplistic combat.
It's part of Mooncrasher so this isn't the main reason you're buying it.
Ignore that this is in your library like everyone else does.. Hey It's kinda fun. You might actually learn somethin'. Found out I
don't know much............... I saw this game when it was in Greenlight. It is good to see that it came through. Since then there is a
huge improvement in graphics which was the primary concern back then. It is certain that the developers had considered the
feedback that is given there.
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Models of the ships and the water reflection is stunning. Most VR games do not use water like that so that's a first for me.
Animations are also nice but I wished that ships kept burning after sinking (the parts above the water at least).

There is need for improvement nonetheless. Terrain looks a little dull and empty but I personally don't care then again some
people might.
Also I cannot wait to see the multiplayer of this. There is a comment on moving the board around and I totally agree. The area in
which you play must be movable somehow. Timing between the turns may be a little shorter but it is a minor thing.

As a battleship enthusiast I played VR Battle Grid as well but I can tell you that this one is way better considering the graphics,
interaction with the ships and implementation. That's why I cannot understand people who didn't try the game but say that it is a
cheap copy. To those people I wanna say try it out first. It is a good game and obviously a lot of thought and effort was put into
the game.

I specifically liked how you can place your ships as you wish unlike the random case in VR Battle Grid. I believe anyone who
likes to play battleship knows that you shouldn't know which ship or which part of the ship you hit. That is where the logic and
the fun of the game is. This game implements these aspects as well.

People may not like the battleship game itself but as far as the implementation and the effort goes this game does a good job. I
will try and update my review in case of an update.

So first play the game fellas. It definitely worths the price. Highly recommended.
. Just Buy the mobile version. It's way cheaper. Yes it's nice on PC and using a controller is welcoming but it's just not enough to
justify spending THAT much on.
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